
Beyond the Basics - CONTEMPORARY CRAZY QUILTS 

SUPPLY LIST 

Basic sewing supplies: Machine if you want to use it. Ruler, rotary cutter, scissors, 
cutting

board. Neutral thread, bobbins, pins, needles for machine and for hand sewing. It 
would be

great to have an iron and ironing pad next to your machine so you can press as you 
work.

You’re welcome to wait and purchase some of the following items the

day of the class after you’ve decided what you’d like to do. Or you

can bring what you have to class.

--Two fabric-marking pencils, light and dark. Erasable.

--Glue Stick for fabric audition/placement.

-- Maybe some scotch tape for pattern assembly.

--Tracing Paper or Graph Paper, pencil, eraser. Small package of each.

--Notebook and pen for notes.

--Phone camera for taking photos as you audition different shapes and pieces.

--Lightweight muslin for base of project. At least 2-3 inches larger than project idea.

--Selection of fabrics or a basic fabric package, such as 10” squares or charm squares, 
to get you

started. One or two solid colors that blend with your fabric selection—if you are doing

something the size of a table runner or a large cushion, get ½ yard of 2 or 3 fabrics.

--Selection of 6-strand embroider floss and #8 perle cotton threads that look great with 
the

fabric selection.

--A variety package of Emroidery needles (Sharps) that aren’t too small….they need to 
be able

to hold the heavier threads. Perhaps #16 at least.

--Thimble if you use one.

--Soft fuse or lighter weight fusing. Start with small package until you decide how 
much you

want to use. (We will be using the Accuquilt equipment so you might want to fuse a 
number of

fabrics and die-cut many pieces to use later for your projects.)

--Lots of fun little embellishments such as metal objects, old earrings/necklaces, 
buttons, pins,

beads, lace, yarn, wool—All those things that have special meaning or are just with you 
because

you like them and want to do something with them someday!


Any questions, please call Jan Shanahan (406-253-6837)

janshan@wildskyindustries.com


_________________________________________________________


